Are you thinking about a new job but unsure how to launch an effective search? Have you been searching for a new position without any results? Stop the confusion and frustration! Jumpstart your job search in our brand new, 4-session job search webinar program with HallieCrawford.com.

Boot Camp Dates: TBA
Webinars will occur between 12 p.m - 1 p.m. CT (1 p.m. - 2 p.m. ET)

In this 4-session boot camp we will discuss elements of a successful job search including:

- Updating your resume, cover letter (yes, you do still need these) and LinkedIn profile
- Business cards for your search
- Developing your elevator speech
- Locating job opportunities
  - Locating and working with recruiters
  - How to leverage online job boards
- Networking and effective informational interview strategies
- Managing job applications
- Your 6-step interview checklist
- Follow up strategies after applications/interviews

Valued at $499, this boot camp is offered to Vanderbilt Alumni at a discount.

Learn More Today!
Don’t miss this chance to jumpstart your job search in our exclusive coaching program!

Very few people enjoy looking for a new job so charting your course and putting a plan in action is easy to put off and avoid. For over 19 years, HallieCrawford.com’s job search program, based on their 5-step process, has helped thousands of professionals successfully transition into a new job with a 98% satisfaction rate.

You are not on mute during these webinars. The groups are small, interactive, and dynamic following Hallie’s 5-step program. This series combines the benefits of individual coaching with group support in four live, interactive webinars.

In addition to the interactive, small-group webinars, you will receive:

- **Webinar recordings of group calls** (if you miss a call you can make it up!)
- **The Jumpstart Your Job Search Home Study Program**, a trademarked program which has helped thousands of people effectively land a new position (view sample pages of the program here.)
- **HallieCrawford.com’s job search tracking sheet**
- **Informational interview guide**
- **Resume samples**
- **LinkedIn guide**

About the Coach:

Hallie Crawford is a Vanderbilt alum (BS ’95) and certified career coach based in Atlanta, GA. Her company, HallieCrawford.com, and team of coaches have helped thousands of people nationwide uncover their dream career and make it a reality. Hallie is regularly featured as a career expert in the media including Forbes.com, The Wall Street Journal, CNN, AJC and Fox Business News.

Learn more about their team of coaches, and coaching products and services at HallieCrawford.com.
What others have said about our job search program:

“Hallie was instrumental in my job search. I was in an unfulfilling, dead-end job that I dreaded every day, and felt like I had very few skills useful for a career change. She helped me re-brand much of my experiences and highlight those that were more important, giving me the tools needed to get my foot in the door and find a new, fulfilling career. I'd highly recommend working with her, she's worth the price.”

“Hallie is an excellent coach and she has assembled a top-notch program. Participation in the group enabled me to find an excellent match for my professional skills and interests that I am currently pursuing. Hallie also helped me to think strategically about my future and how I can bridge today and tomorrow. Both Hallie and the program are five stars!”

“Hallie was incredibly helpful. She helped my job hunt by providing structure and kept me doing what I needed to do. Now I know how to interview, and I am far more confident than at the beginning.”

“Hallie's coaching has been tremendously helpful at enabling me to learn about myself and knowing how to put this into words, which are both great assets to have during a job interview!”

Questions? Contact:
Sarah Whitney Anderson,
Assistant Director Student Alumni Engagement,
sarah.w.anderson@vanderbilt.edu

Questions? Reach out today!

*Please note: No refunds can be given for this program. We hold your space in this program and limit the number of participants.